To JMU,
with love?
An aspiring sculptor-or
frustrated tennis buffused
the
recent
snowstorm to create
this monument on the
tennis courts.
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Open boards of visitors bill
passes House unanimously
By DWAYNE YANCEY
After languishing
in
committee for nearly
a
month, a bill opening
meetings of state college
boards of visitors to the public
unanimously passed the
House
of
Delegates
Wednesday.
The House and Senate had
earlier passed different
versions of the bill.
A
conference committee ironed
out differences in the two
versions and sent the bill back
to both houses Tuesday.
The Senate was scheduled
to take up the bill Thursday.
It originally approved the
measure 20-19.
In passing the bill, the
House
approved
the
conference committee's
decision to accept one of two
Senate amendments.
The Senate had added an
amendment allowing boards
of visitors to meet in private
when discussing disciplinary
action against students or

when considering donations
from private individuals who
wish to remain anyonymous
The
Freedom
of
Information Act already
allows public agencies to meet
behind closed doors when
discussing certain legal and
personnel matters.
The conference committee
deleted an unrelated Senate
amendment
barring the

release of high school
competency tests.
That
provision was made into a
separate bill, which the House
passed Monday.
The boards of visitors bill,
sponsored by Del. A. R."Pete"
Giesen (R-Stauntoh), was
opposed chiefly by college
boards of visitors.
"Although if given a choice,
boards of visitors would
prefer to meet in private,"
according to Dr. Ray sonner,
vice president for university
relations at James Madison
University,
the Senate
amendment "removes the
major concerns that most of
the universities had."
If approved- by the senate,
the bill would go to Governor
John
Dalton.
Dalton
supported moves to open
boards of visitors meetings
during his campaign but has
thus far refused to indicate
whether he would sign the
Giesen bill.

Senate increases JMU funds
By DWAYNE YANCEY
The
Virginia
Senate
included over $3 million for
construction projects at
James Madison University in
the state budget it approved
Wednesday
The budget now goes back
to the House of Delegates,
where it faces almost certain
rejection.
A conference
committee is likely to be
appointed to iron out
differences in the budgets

approved by the House and
Senate.
The House passed a budget
that includes $40rt.non for a
library addition at JMU.
The Senate, heeding pleas
by university officials,
increased
the
library
appropriation to $771,000. It
also approved issuing revenue
bonds that include $1.6 million
for a 136-bed dorm and $1
million for additional seating
at Madison Stadium.

The entire budget bill,
amounting to $135 million,
passed the Senate 37-3 That
figure includes $317 in
revenue
bonds
for
construction projects at
various state colleges that the
House rejected as not
essential at this time
The House may vote on the
budget by Friday, according
to Dr Ray Sonner, JMU's
vice president for university
relations

VCU tops Duke*
JMl'S ROGER IIIT.IIETT drives for the basket against
\irginia Commonwealth I "niversitv Wednesday night. The
Dukes, however, couldn't generate enough offense in the second
half and were defeated by the Rams. 65-56. Steve Stielper led all
scorers with 3l> points I.orenza Watson, given a •'N»ght" by the
City of Richmond, was awesome in the first half and finished with
16 points, nine rebounds and seven blocks. See story on page 12.
Pho»o by Lawrcnct Emerson
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Partial eclipse visible here Monday
Observation site set up near Miller
Ity IWAYNF YAM FY

The
ancient
Chinese
thought it was caused by a
dragon devouring the sun.
There won't be any dragons
in the sky Monday but the
effect will be the same-a solar
eclipse
Provided the sky is clear,
the last solar eclipse over
North America this century
will be visible here Monday
morning.
From
Harrisonburg. 51 percent of
the sun's disc will be blocked
by the moon
' A total eclipse will be
visible over a 200 mile wide
arc from Oregon to Hudson
Bay
the moon will begin to pass
in front of the sun here at W:59
a m The eclipse will reach its
maximum at 12:16 p.m. and
end at 1:32 p.m.
While a total eclipse is one
of nature's most spectacular
events, a partial eclipse such
as the kind Harrisonburg will
experience is not so dramatic,
according to a physics
professor here.
"You might or might not
notice anything different
about the daylight." said Dr.
William
Tngham.
who
teaches some astronomy
classes, "The sky may look a
deeper blue than usual or you
mav think something is wrong

The fear
of cancer is
often fatal.
HARRISONBURG
RANSMISSION
SERVICE

NOTICE
LOW OVERHEAD
FOR
BETTER PRICES

REBUILT TRANSMISSIONS
CONVERTERS & PARTS

tudent Discount with ID

wnau

with vonr eyes But there will
be no pronounced darkening "
Fven a partial eclipse is an
unusual
event
worth
observing, he said
A telescope equipped with a
special sun filter will be set up
outside Miller Hall so students
may view the eclipse in
progress, Ingham said.
"People will be able to see
the outline of mountains and
valleys on the edge of the
moon and sunspots." he said.
Ingham also hopes to set up
a projection system on the
roof of Miller to reflect the
sun's image onto a white
background near Johnston
Hall
While solar details, such as
sunspots. will be obscured,
such a projection will allow
large numbers of students to
watch the passage of the lunar
disc across the sun. he said
Unless one is using a
telescope with special filters.
. projection is the safest "ways
toobserve an eclipse, he said.
as an eclipse does not block
enough rays to prevent retina
damage
Ingham warned against
looking at the sun through
sunglasses or exposed film,
two common but dangerous
methods
To look directly at the sun.
"the light has to be cut down

LOCATED OFF PORT RD
ONHWY689 HARRISONBURG, VA.

Camera Shop

Portrait Studio
Complete Camera Supplies
and free Film on Kodaeolor
and B&W Film

20%FORDISCOUNT
STUDENTS

dramatically." he said. Some
astronomy
journals
recommend No. 14 arc
welders' glasses.
A simple projection system
can be made using a pinhole in
a piece of cardboard or a pair
of binoculars and projecting
the image onto a white
background
The National Weather
Service in Washington was
unable to give a forecast for
Monday at presstime

Monday's partial eclipse of
the sun wHI look like thisprovMed the sky is clear

r>.

Applications are now being accepted
for the positions of editor, managing
editor and business" manager of
The Breeze for 1979-80.
Persons applying
for business manager
must be familiar with
The Breeze's business
organization and have
taken at least six hours
of business courses or
their equivalent.

Candidates for
editor and
«
managing editor
must have
worked for
The Breeze in an
editorial capacity
for at least one
semester and have taken
at least six hours of journalism
courses or their equivalent.

All candidates will be interviewed by a
selection committee chosen by
The Breeze Publication Board.

on all camera »n~oi>
»U|>|)lie* photo finishing and bolh
color and Mark i\ whifr or frcr film

79 E. Market St.

434-5314

Written applications and requests for information
may be directed to Dwayne Yancey, editor.
Deadline for applications is March 1.

SGA allocates $470 to three campus groups
uv nm IT ositnitNK
The Student Government
Association
voted
unanimously to allocate more
than $470 to three groups at its
meeting Tuesday.
Scooter's Nooze.
the
commuter newsletter, was
Given $2fin, a "challenge
grant" of $150 was donated to
WMRA and $121.50 was spent
to help sponsor a hus to take
students to the Feb. 21 James
Madison University-Virginia
Commonwealth
University
haskethall game
Scooter's Nooze officials
;isked for $300.
The $200
allocation will cover costs for
four more issues, according to
the chairman of the finance
committee
Scooter's
Nooze
is
worthwhile because it goes
into more depth than the
Breeze would on issues of
importance to .commuters,
according to Commuter
Student
Committee
Chairman Craig Williams.
Also. Scooter's Nooze offers
free personals and classified
ads. which The Breeze does
not.
It's very hard for a student
group to get The Breeze to
print information exactly as it
wants it printed. Don Haag.
SGA treasurer, said during
discussion held prior to voting
on the newsletter funding. A
newsletter appeals directly to
specific student interests,
whereas The Breeze has a
general readership, he said.
Scooter's Nooze has a lot of
potential, added Darrell Pile.
SGA president.

Public radio station WMRA
is trying to raise $10,000, and
the $150 allocation will be used
by WMRA to challenge others
to contribute as much as the
SGA. according to the finance
committee chairman.
The bus to the JMUVirginia Commonwealth
University basketball game
was co-sponsored by the SGA
and the University Program
Board
A meeting of local religious
leaders will be held in order to

try to decide what JMU's
religious needs are. Dave
Martin, administrative vice
president, said
Dr. Thomas Stanton. vice
president of academic affairs.
is seeking input about possible
changes in JMU's general
studies curriculum. Martin
said
Bill Merck, assistant vice
president of business affairs,
does not approve of putting
locks on suite doors in
N-complex or village dorms.

according to the chairman of
the buildings and grounds
committee.
In related news, a "boxtype barricade" will be used
at Godwin Hall in an effort to
prevent accidents around the
glass doors during large
concerts.
The decision
whether
to
build
an
"Arboretum
Botanical
garden" across 1-81 is left up
to the "Institution Architect,
the building and grounds
official report read

A motion to allocate an
emergency fund of $300 to the
Chrysalis was sent to
committee.
A utility coop will be
formed. Craig Williams told
the senators.
The Outlaws concert will be
held March 24, and tickets will
go on sale after spring break,
the UPB chairman said. The
movie "Romeo and Juliet"
wasn't shown because the film
did not arrive, he said.

No CSC plans for commuter-parents
We realize that their social tife may be limited9
By TFRFSA CAVINFSS
The Commuter Student
Committee is not considering
any
major
programs
Kresently for commuters who
ave children.
The 1978-79 Commuter
Student Profile revealed that
11 percent of responding
commuters have children.
This fact has prompted CSC
president, Craig Williams, to
consider short-range projects.
"We realize that their
icommuters) social life may
he limited because they
cannot always find someone to
sit with the children."
Williams said.
However. Williams said he
believes that there is no need
to rush into a major program
immediately.
The number of those

commuters, approximately
350. is not enough to warrant a
major program at the present
time, he said.
Williams
considers a major program to
he something on the level of
the recent utilitys coop plan.
Some of the projects that
Williams
has
in mind

concerning the commuters
with
children
include
organizing a pot-luck supper,
where the students would be
able to bring their whole
family
Also. Williams said that he
would like to see a babysitting referrel service

established on a small-scale.
This would aid the commuters
in being able to go out
somewhere that they may not
want to take their children,
such as a concert.
The students can still be
socially active. Williams said.

Student recitals scheduled here
The James
Madison
University music department
has three performances
scheduled for this weekend.
On Feb. 23. at 3 p.m. JMU
students Vonda Jay and Beth
Roadcap will present a recital
in the Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre of Duke Fine Arts

Dale Wtgiter Cheuy City

Center. Jay is a mezzosoprano and Roadcap plays
the piano.
JMU students Anne Turner
and Claudia Clark will present
a recital on Feb. 24, at 3 p.m.
in Wilson Hall Auditorium.
Turner plays the organ and
Clark is a soprano.

Mike DOURUS learned that
Ufessmng is just one reason
to keep Red Cross ready.

MIDWAY
MARKET
. across from campus

When it comes to value ...
J.AA.U. comes to Chevy City

Strohs
AAolson Golden Ale
Schlifz Malt Liquor
Pepsi Cola 16 oz. 6pk.

New & Used cars
434-6731
Downtown Harrisonburg

r

1.89
2.69
1.89
1.39

THE

JUST BECUASE YOU WAR GLASSES

SPRING HOUSE

DOESN'T MEAN YOU CAN'T FLY.

your downtown coffee house
Presents
Modern military aircraft and electronic systems require more than just a pilot to be effectively utilized. There is an exciting and]
challenging avenue in aviation for those
willing to accept management responsibility.
If qualified, you may be able to guarantee
yourself a seat in flight school as early as
your sophmore year. The Naval Flight Officerj
Program is also open to seniors and juniors.
We provide the world's finest training, excellent benefits package and starting salary
from $13000 to $15000.

On Feb. 25. at 3 p.m. the
JMU Contemporary Music
Ensemble will present a
concert in Wilson Hall
Auditorium.
All of the programs are
open to the public at no
charge.

AN EVENING OF

"FOLK ROCK"
Friday & Saturday
Nights 9:00-12:00

"A surprising fact I learned:
Just about every lifeguard .
you've ever seen has had Red
Cross safety training. To date.
Red Cross has issued over
65 million swimming and lifesaving certificates.
"There's just no telling how
many lives saved those hardearned water safety certificates
represent.
'Yet important as lifesaving
is, it's just one way Red Cross
serves our town.
"In towns and cities across
the nation. Red Cross performs
scores of different services.
In some places. Red Cross provides home health care for
senior citizens. In many places
they teach preparation for parenthood. Red Cross helps people relocate after fires. Teaches
health, safety, first aid. Helps
veterans. In fact, if it needs to
be done, chances are Red Cross
is doing it right now
"And Red Cross coura sure
use your help in getting it done.
Calf your Red Cross chapter
today - if you're ready to help.
Thanks!"'

no cover-no minimum
Navy Representatives will be on
hand 3-5 April 1979.
«i 11 ■ 1111111 111111111
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Keep Red Cross ready.
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Daniel: mediator for CSC and administration
Bv KRIS CARI.SON
Ideally, the Commuter
Student Committee should act
as a commuter advocate and
the university ombudsman
should act as the mediator
between the CSC and the
administration, the Dean of
Students said here Tuesday.
"This is the way my office
and the CSC can work
together best." said Dr. Lacy
Daniel, dean of students and
university ombudsman.
Daniel was the second in a
series of guest speakers from
the administration to talk to
the CSC about how their office
operates and relates to
commuter students.
Daniel characterized his
office as a branch of Student
Affairs
that
"catches
everything everybody else
doesn't want," and which
mostly performs "staff

functions" for student affairs
Other jobs of Daniel's include
adviser to the Student
Government Association, and
adviser to the fraternities and
sororities on campus.
It also is "a possibility"
that the CSC could change
advisers and come "under the
wings" of the office of the
dean of students. Daniel said.
Presently the CSC adviser is
Lin Rose, associate director of
the Office of Residence Halls
and Commuting Student
Services.
In other business. Rose
reported that it looks like the
Utilitv Deposit Organization
will "live." Details of the
organization that will act as a
coop saving students from
making individual deposits
with utilities for annual
services, will be ironed out by
Rose and a CSC student

workgroup in the near future.
Although the organization still
does not have a financial
backer. Rose said that "we
will progress as if we had " as
instructed by University
President Ronald Carrier.
"This
is
a
major
accomplishment over the past
two or three years." CSC
Chairman Craig Williams said
of the realization of the
deposit organization.
Commuter students that
have moved onto campus this
semester will be re-issued
resident parking stickers,
invalidating their commuter
stickers, -according
to
Williams. Rose has a list of
these commuters which will
be given to the campus police
for reissuing the stickers.
Williams said.
Suggestions such as towing
away residents' cars that are

Nude model fees here higher
for non-student participants
By

DEBBIE YARD
Until just recently, it would
have paid to drop out of school
if you wanted to be a nude
model.
The art department at
James Madison University
illustrated this fact recently
by running different ads in
The Breeze and The Daily
News-Record, for nude
models for department art
classes. The ad in The Breeze
stated that a model would be
paid $2.50 per hour, whereas
the News-Record ad stated
that the rate was $3.50 per
hour.
The apparent discrepancy
occured because of a problem
in communication with the
business office, according to
Jerry Coulter, an art faculty
member.
The department
was under the impression
that it could not pay a student
model any more than the
hourly rate of $2.50 that any
student working on campus
i

receives, he said.
"We could pay an offcampus model anything we
could negotiate, but student

rates were limited, he said.
"We wanted to pay everyone
the same amount."
The reason why the

department advertises for offcampus models is to get
people with different body
types. Coulter said.
"Most students, or at least
those who want to model, have
the same kind of build." he
said. "Wewant old people and
fat people... we'd go offcampus to try to get models
even if we had more than
enough student models.
Coulter said.
This confusion was cleared
up several weeks ago and the
policy was changed. Coulter
said. The department has
included enough money in its
proposed budget for 1979-BO to
pay all models the same rate.
Kenneth Szmagaj said. "We
requested $4.50 per hour for
all models;" Coulter said. If
approved, these rates would
go into effect in June of this
year.
However, student models
will continue to receive $2.50
for their services until that
time.

MLBEI COMuU
Family Steak House

t-.i

1580 South Main

—

Try Our 29 Item Salad Bar"
USDA Choice Meat
Cut Daily-Never Frozen
Come By & Give Us A Try

'W»,hay.e a steak>in.your future!

snowed into commuter
parking places: establishing
24 hour commuter parking
spaces; and blocking-off
commuter parking spaces
when snow is forecast were
offered to CSC Task and
Manpower Coordinator Jeff
French to carry to the
administration as possible
solutions for commuter
parking problems caused by
the weather
French also plans to
suggest to the administration
to clear off ice completely
from the major sidewalks
around campus in order to
help handicapped or injured

students get around easier.
The CSC ski trip for Feb 21
that was cancelled has been
rescheduled for Feb. 28. A
ride to Massanutten in one of
the two vans will cost 25 cents,
according to Pam Nelson. CSC
social activities coordinator.
Nelson also reported that her
committee is considering a
flea market to be spoasored
by the CSC and held in the
spring
The
SGA
Finance
Committee approved a $200
request by the CSC last
Wednesday and is now
pending approval of the SGA
Senate and Executive Council.

EARN MONEY
IN VOUfi SPARC TIME
Students needed for
Escort Service
rail 434-5320
Hi for
Mr. Andrew*

HRS 10-10

1980
JUST ARRIVED!
The 1979 Celica GT Liftback. An
aerodynamic beauty with sleek
European-inspired lines. The 1979
Celica has the special ageless
quality of a true classic. A durability of design that's as timely now
as it will be in years to come. Experience the GT Liftback today. It's
the ultimate Celica.

Celica GT Liftback

Celica GT Liftback
standard features
you dont pay
extra for:
•2.2 literSOHC
engine
• 5-speed overdrive
transmission
• Power-assisted
front disc brakes
• Steel-belted radial
tires
• Styled steel wheels
• Full instrumentation including
electric tachometer

• AM/FM/MPX
stereo radio
• Fold-down split
rear seat
• Dual side view
sport mirrors
(remote control on
driver's side)
• Lumbar support
adjustment
(driver's side)
• And more
and more...

McDonough Toyota
ROU

S?o5n?onASTf 703) 886-6201

TOYOTA
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Seven degree programs reportedly insufficient
By KEVIN KEEC.AN
Seven
academic
programs
here
are
insufficient, according to
unofficial reports released by
the State Council for Higher
Education of Virginia.
Several new programs
have also been tentatively
approved, said the chairman
of the Commission
on
Undergraduate Studies at a
meeting Monday.
The
programs
"in
trouble"
suffer
from
inadequate
"degree
productivity." Dr. Thomas
Stanton said.
Degree productivity is the
state requirement that each

program average at least five
graduates over a "rolling five
vear
period."
Stanton
explained.
These programs include
the Bachelor of Arts degree in
Russian Studies. Philosophy,
and Religion. Music. German,
and Russian.
Two other
programs insufficient in
degree productivity are the
Master of Science degrees in
Riology and in Hearing
Disorders.
Tentative approval of the
new programs is derived from
the SCHEV staff, "and is
tantamount to approval by
SCHEV. which meets in early
March." Stanton said.

Programs which are in the
last stage development
include new majors in
computer science and energy
resources, said the Dean of
the College, of Letters and
Sciences.
These new majors should
he implemented by the fall
semester of 1980. Dr. John
Sweigart said.
New
minors
being
considered
include
comparative literature,
linguistics, and speech
pathology. Sweigart said.
Another program, a minor
in Marine Science, is now
under study, added Sweigart.
Several new programs in

Tough, wide radial T/Xtires,
for vans ond performance cars "?<$>
• 50 or 60 series profile for stabtfily
• Radial construction for quick
handling and traction
• Bold, raised white letters

■

sun

Heishman's

BLUE RIDGE TIRE, INC.

MVwLnQM
STATION

HFGoodrteh

E. Market at Furnace Rd.
Harrisonburg, VA
Phone 703-434-5935

The Other Guyfc

the School of Business should
receive approval and be
instituted "within the next two
or three years." Dean Hanlon
said.
These programs include
the Bachelor of Business
Administration degrees in
insurance, real estate,
operational logistics
management.
and
transportation and physical
distribution.
Other proposed BBA
programs include advertising
and sales management,
agribusiness, personnel and
industrial relations, and
economics.
Hanlon is optimistic about
full approval of the new
programs by SCHEV. and
sees his biggest problem as
finding qualified faculty to
staff the programs, especially
in the fields of real estate and
insurance.
Hanlon also introduced the
idea of opening a school of
account jng in which only the

current
accounting
department would reside.
"There is a nationwide
movement toward opening
such schools in order to
improve the qualify of the
accounting field." he said.
In the School of Education
one new program has already
received SCHEV approval
and now awaits approval :by
Commission here. Dean Julius
Roberson said.
The program, as BS in
Trade
and
Industrial
education, will be voted on
at the next meeting. Roberson
said.
The School of Fine Arts and
Communication will pursue a
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree
in Theatre, according to Dean
Donald McConkey.
The school will also try to
establish an arts management
concentration by bringing
together courses . which
already exist in different
departments, McConkey said.

Goldovsky Opera
9
to present 'Rigoletto
The Goldovsky Grand
Opera Theatre will present
Verdi's opera "Rigoletto" in
Wilson Hall Auditorium on
Fob 26. at H p.m.
The opera, which features a
full orchestra, will be
performed in English.
"Rigoletto" is the story of
the court jester to the Duke of
Mantua, whose only purpose
in life is to protect his
daughter. Gilda. from the
intrigues of the /court. .
The Goldovskv Grand

Opera Theatre, in its 20th
anniversary
year,
is
presenting the production of
"Rigoletto" in two separate
tours of the United States and
Canada during the current
season.
The opera is part of JMU's
Artists and Lecture Series and
is open without charge to
nnyone
with
a
JMU
identification card. Tickets at
the doors are $1 for non-JMU
students and $2 for adults.
*
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We are something else?

88 Carlton St.
H'burg, Va.
Sun-Thurs 11-9
Fri-Sat 11-10

* Students don't forget your ID is good
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BUY TWO,
GET THE
THIRD FREE'
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offer expires
May 31, 1979

j

50* OFF
A Fish & Chips Meal
includes Fish & Chips,
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offer expires May 31. 1979
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A
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Miller auditorium dedicated
An auditorium in Jame*
Madison l'ni.versit> ■ Miller
Science Hall was dedicated
Feh 17 m honor of Wilbur 1
Harnsberger Jr foui del
(he university's Reolo
departmen
Dr John Sweigart Dean ol
jMU's College ol Letter
S, iences
said
tha
Harnsbergei was more thai
Ihe founder of the departmnl
-he
was*
the
Reologj
departmi
"He was. the one persoi
ryone al Madison thou
of geologv
Sweigart told
the m
icit\ crowd Rathere
Ihe !'«, seal lecture room
auditoriun
Harnsberger loine
IMC facult\ in 1954
founded
th<
«eolo»
department thai year
I!'
served as head of
department until his death in
1977
A resolution of the JMl
Board of Visitors naming the
facility the Harnsberger
Lecture Hall was read by
JMU Hector Francis Bell .Jr
and
presented
to
Harnsberger's widow.
Charlotte

\ portrait oi Harnsberger
was unveiled h\ F Howard
Campbell HI t^^r^
professor ol geology
The
portrait was painted h\
Robert Olmslead a formel
,tudent ol Harnsbere
during the Saturday
cremom Sweigart unveile ■
;i plaque for the I
I |
H ,i r n s h e r g e r
Scholarship a $2<MI awaj
• \\ the cosl ol a at Held, trip wa presented h\
,m Roberts acting hi
nl Hi'' geology department to
Lucille Kite n( JMl' stu
has a '• i • grade p
iivei i
: ger was a fellow

Rmergen
I i'»n h
;ivailahle within two hour
iljoninu students Ihroi
ttV> tern I'nion 11 oni
lei
ee called Char

■ il Mnne\ l irdei
When tli • union: need- lh

ot V ■

Harnsbere
was
member ol the Asburj I nited
Methodist Church and^ the
Harrisonburg Kiwanis Clul
During World War 11, he was a
pilol (or the Flying 'I igers in
the
China Burma India
The;

Hokinger awarded

m

' ii a hurn he can
relative or friend vvitl
\1, ■ lor ("haruc or VISA card
The credit card holder calls
\\. iv\ v I'nion's loll free
■ mrl order> .1 moi ■
in the ainounl the
I charging the
mone\ order ro the
holder's charue aecounl I I;
lo • 11 1 ma ■ he ordi
throtich tin-- service
The toll free number is win'" 1 li

Steve Holsinger was named
ihe second best speaker in a
recent
varsity
debate
tournament held in Wilkes
Barre. Pa
The teams of Holsinger and
Anne Edmunds, and Kit
BrechtelsbaiKT and Jim Ishec
both finished with 4-4 records

NEU) YORK STYLE

PIZZA

50 c Of f ANV PIZZA
w/ coupon
Beer Now on Tap
Sun.-Thurs. 1 1AAA-1 2 midnight
Fri.-Sat. 11AM-1AM

434-5375
778 E. Market

ol the Virginia Academy ol
Si ience and his work was
praised by Dr DaleN Cinch.
president ol the academ
\ native ol Danville
Harnsberger was a lu
geologisl for the stati
Virginia liefore joining the
JMl lacull
He had h
bachelor - and maste
,„.,,,,.,. from the Cmvei-

Emergency cash
sent through wire

Fast Carry Out.

HORN'S
MINI - MARKET
434-8030
CELEBRATE

JGeorge Washington's Birthday^
j*BEER BY THE KEG OR CASE*
Old Milwaukee Vakeg 22.22
Blue Ribbon
Vikeg 22.22
(call-in orders only)
Specials good thru Feb. 25th
Phillips 66 across from Valley Mall
J.M.U. Checks honored
Party Snacks and Ice
Open until 9:30 P.M. Nightly

in the 29ttl Annual Garvey
Invitational
Debate
Tournament at Kings College
Holsinger. who finished two
points
behind
the
tournament's top individual
debater
received
an
individual trophy

Western I'nion '■end-- the
inonev order to the office or
.U'OIM'S nearest the student
The card holder should call
the Indent hack mid let him
know where to piek up the
inonev order If the student
ha- lost his identification tesl
questions mm he substituted
Tli" mone\ order-, usually can

Ihe \
! ■

; r >•

iii

i ipln i> -.•nl « hen thi i

office ; open I hi student
1,.I 1 in mone w ith
\ monex order for up to
1 n ' st, 7.1
t c -. ] 11' led

phis
The

th<
■

'

1 rpt- (or each additional - il
nuin ol sir in for 1
nmriev 01
The mi
order iinri -vrxH-r rh.'irui
billed on tho boni'Urioi month!' Master Choree or
\'|S \ ' tatenient
II the stud«<nl needs more
th in s:',ne. or he can't locate
- oineone with n Master
Charue or VISA aceorjnl he
can till request a regular
Western I'nion Mono\ Order
Thev areavailahle in amounts
from s> up to an> amount
but the sender must deposit
the mnnev al a Western I'nion
Office The charue for a $50
tonne* order is $5 7« and it
ti-i■- .1- the amount increases
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Q^4nnouncemehis
Financial aid

Workshop

' "■ lor financial ;iid
'
i'ii- emplo\ iiii-iii IMT'I
siin-ii •' Ke> - inn .ind vi -nn
•
i if '"'i'
Vpplications
•'" ' <■• i rk.-d up ,,t V'.irner
linn-.' Tlii- deadline is Apr i
,:

CSC ski trip
There will be a ski trip for
all commuters on Feb. 2H if
interested call the CSC office
at (.259 or drop by on the
ground floor of the University
Union between B-5 Monday
Friday
We are asking that
you sign up and prepay. The
cost will be $4 on for Lifts $4 on
For rentals and
$ 25 for
transportation

Circle K
Circle
K
a
service
"I-.- in/.Minn offers \ ou the
npportiinih in participate in
."I1 i' unitv
and
rampus
\niiinii'ir -eivici- I'pcoming
protect' include an organ
donor dri.vc ;i blood pressure
i linn
projects u ith the
i lderl\
and
t undraising
-'-v.
I'IHIK- In meeting!
Mnml - •
i
'' ".I' up 'he
nw/anine

Job interviews
The follow inc organizations
will be interviewing job
applicants on these dates:
Feb 22 f& P Telephone Co of
Virginia
Srm Ih Connt\ Schools
Birch Gardens
Feb
';
Fairfax Counts
Schools

Railsplitting

Then'will be i y nrkshop on
interviewing techniques Feb
"" H ' m in WIT Room M

The

The JMU Football team is
looking for managers for the
spring of 1979 and fall of 1979
season Please contact Coach
Wisler if you are interested in
an interview >(;fjl7i

Happy hour
\ hnppv hour will be held
l-'eb •:: i fi p m
in WIT
Rallroom
Ml
graduate
• Indents guests and faculty
arc invited Admission is free

Disco dance
Then- will lii- a disco dance
|-'eb 22 H p m in the Warren
I'mverih I'nion \dmission
'- 7"' cents
The dance ' is
ponsored h\ Sigma \'u

Religious speaker
"Similarities
.Among
Religions" will he the topic of
discussion at the Wesley
Foundation fiW S Mason St .
Feb 25 fi 30 p m
Guest
speaker, Dr Wade Wheelock.
->ill focus on some major1
concepts in Hinduism and
Buddhism that would be
tvpical ol the religious beliefs
:>i
m:in>
people
in
contemporary India and South
Fast Asia

\ fashion shov

State

1979

championship

plitting Feb 24, in a m
until it the l.urav Ballpark
go north on I "1 to New
Market
take 241 across
mountain take 211 Bypass at
lit lln to the right is the
Ballpark II you get lost juflt

Recitals
Beth Roadcap on piano.
and Vonda Jay
mezzo■oprano will present a senior
recital Feb _•:; '{ p m . in the
\nthon-. Seeger
Campus
School
Auditorium
■Admission is free

i-k somebody i
This \ ear's events will
include men's individual and
team railsplitting chopping.
Ion throwing
women and
children's railsplitting. pie
eating tobacco -pitting, and
more You can participate in
nisi about am of these events
\ nu want to
We guarantee you a good
time so come on out
For more Into call ITMH29
Thad

Gospel concert
\ Gospel Fvtravagan/a
". ill he held Fell 25 2pm. in
the <i S Theatre Choirs from
several colleges throughout
Virginia will be in concert as
part of National Black History
Month

Interviews
Sign up sheets a re posted in
the farcer Planning and
Placement Office 2nd floor.
Mim n.■'■ Hall for interviews
"dh Busvh Gardens and
c imp Brethren Wood-.
The
Placement Office also has
information on additional
'miner employment

will be

pre-enled F"
p m . m
the Shenandoah Room of
Chandler Hall It is sponsored
b\ Delta Sigma Theta as part
ol National Black
Historv
Month

Railsplitting

Organization is going to hold

the
Football manager

. rginia

Championship

Fashion show

YAF

speaker

The
.lameMadison
Cniversity Chapter of the
Young
Americans
for
Freedom presents JOHANN
deWETonFeh 26 at « p m in
the Warren Cniversity I'nion
Room I) on the Mezzanine
• Johann
tleWet
Information Attache for the
south African Embassy in
W • hington D C - He will give
ddress entitled "Realities
ol South Africa "
The
address
will
include ' a
-\nopsis of the country and
people a brief exposition of
the political parties and
policies, along with progress
made in intergroup relations.
and
summary
of
investments in South Africa
He will also -how a short film
and slide presentation
The entire program should
he about a hour in length For
more information, contact
Chuck Cunningham JMCYAF Chairman at phone 5194
.ir !> <) '194

Deadlines are 3pm Tuesday
for the Friday paper and 3
p.m Friday for the Tuesday
paper
All announcements
must be doublespaced typed,
feigned by an officer of the
organization
and
hand
delivered to The Breeze office
All announcements are
subject to editing and are
printed on a space-available
basis.

Movies
IMH m.| FFVTIRF There
'' HI he a double feature free
'■ ie night in Harrison A-206
on Sunday Feb 25 At Tun
P m
"Walkabout"
•' < hedtlled will show and
IT p
m "Don't' Look
Now" will be shown.

Art show
An exhibition of paintings
by Judy Ash and ceramics by
Joanne Holmas will be shown
in the Art Works Gallerv Feh
18-March
1

Movie changed
The movie Romeo and
Juliet has been re-scheduled
for Monday Fehruary 2fi at
7-3n p m in the GraftonStovall Theatre

Auditions
.Auditions for the Summer
79 Season of The Dinner
Theatre will be held in
Anthohy-Seeger Auditorium
Feb 26 from 4-6 p.m and Feb
27 from 7-9 p.m. Please bring
one prepared song

BRECKINR1DGE SOUND'S
"WHITESEL TRIANGLE7<=a>
SA^E> m who «*
AND YOU DON'T EVEN HAVE TO GO TO BERMUDA!
In our many years as Whitesei Music, a lot ot merchandise mysteriously disappeared into our very own
version of the famous Bermuda Triangle. While we were moving to our new store, we found all of it, and now
you can buy it at these embarrassingly low prices!

MON. THRU SAT. 24th
O

STEREO
"Starting" outfit: Technics SA80 receiver Technics SBP1000 spkrs .... $259.00
Technics SA5000 or SA4500 demo speakers Save $100
240.00 pr.
Technics SBX50 spkrs. 1 pr. priced at cost pins fixed expenses
300.00 pr.
Technics SL1300 MKII Quartz locked Direct drive turntable cost & exps. 325.00
Marantz 4-way 6x9 car speakers
69.95 pr.
Jensen trixial car speakers
64.95 pr.

GUITAR STRINGS HALF PRICE!
AMP COVER GRABBAG Values to 35.00 1.00 ea.
SELECT GUITAR AND AMP ACCESSORIES HALF PRICE!

SELECT STEREO ACCESSORIES 50'

<ZZ>

VINYL DRUM COVERS Your choice values to 50.00 5.00 ea.
SELECT BAND INST. ACCESSORIES HALF PRICE!!
SELECT REEDS 1.00 box
SELECT INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC HALF PRICE!
SELECT DRUM HEADS Your Choice 2.00 ea.
w^~V^^v-\_
YAMAHAGUITARS REDUCED 35%
\
^\
ASPEN GUITARS REDUCED 40%
T_>^A_^V_^

WHITESEL MUSIC u****

229 N. MAIN BRECKINRIDGE
433-2721
■/

dunnit?
Neil Simon's

THE
CHEAP
DETECTIVE
Feb.22 7:30 ~
Feb.237:30&9:30
Feb.24 7:30
G/S Theatre

MONDAYS
4:00 - MIDNITE
treat
Spaghetti

and Salad

■All m en Sat"

*■» $2.95
Plus- Large Pitcher
Beer (64 ez.) $1.75
(It u. Mug 75)

{Village
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In Wampler Experimental Theatre:

Encounters' features six short plays, dance
Bv STEVE SNYDER
"People haven't seen this kind of theatre around here before."
said Mary Ruberry, referring to "Encounters: A Beginning."
which will be presented in Wampler Experimental Theatre this
Friday and Saturday nights at 8:00 p.m. and Sunday afternoon
at 2:00 P-m.
The program will consist of six short absurdist plays, written
and directed by Ruberry. and a dance. The plays vary in length
from 6-15 minutes, and the dance runs about 12 minutes. The cast
consists of Steve Clarke. Dan Myers, Lisa Gibbs, T. P. Hern.
Stephanie Harper and Ruberry. who will participate in the dance.
Although each play has a title, Ruberry chose "Encounters" to
describe the whole program because "each play deals with people
encountering other people in various situations. They're not
really avante garde, but I call them absurdist because in each
play a normal element of life is made to fit with an abnormal
element of life."
...
,
She asserted that "this will be unique and complete^ new for
theatre around here It's what's happening in theatre today
"The program consists of the following pieces: "Aura Boris,"
(the ancient symbol of a snake eating its tail) "Glutton," "Easy
Method Suicide." "A Couple" and "The Three Graces."
consisting of 1) "Flower"-a play 2) "Light'-a dance and 3>
"Jov"- a play Ruberry originally wrote under the title "Erasers."
Admission to the shows will be $.25 and all proceeds win oe
donated to the Little Sisters of the Poor Found mostly in
northern urban areas, the organization tries to help the "dirt of
society," according to Ruberry.
These Wampler shows will be the final culmination of four
years of writing for Ruberry, who began writing at 10. She
decided to bring the shows to life to"seetheir stage ability and just
to see how good they were. It's also an educational experience-for
the players, the audience, and most of all, for me. I m doing all
the technical aspects of the show from direction to costumes to
lights. The show has no budget. Any money that goes into it
comes from my pocket. This is the only play ever done here like
that
"We're going about it in a different way, simply because it's a
different kind of theatre."

^Sideshov^
c&Lrts CBL People

A NEW KIND OF THEATRE will be presented
this weekend in Wampler Experimental
Theatre, according to director Mary Ruberry

of her six short plays being presented there.
Above, a scene from one of them featuring Dan
Myers and Lisa Gibbs. Photo by umw Emerson

9

'Oklahoma's success lies in actins9 dancing

Bv IXIRI MAGAI
and BRl'CE TAYIiOR
"Oklahoma!." Rodgers
and Hammer-stein's first and
most
popular
musical
comedy, opened in the
Latimer^chaeffer Theatre on
Tuesday. Feb. 20. to a full and
appreciative audience. It is
the first mains

in the history of JMU Theatre
to have completely sold out.
Despite "Oklahomal's"
reputation as a musical
extravaganza, much of the
JMU production's success lies
in 'its competent acting,
balanced by a company of
talented dancers.
Pam Schuelke's costumes

THE DREAM SEQUENCE from 'Oklahoma!'
fea taring Marilou Moore as Laurie and Chuck

capture the air bT the early.
20th century homesteaders.
The latter-day Victorian
design of the women's dress is
complimented
by
the
appliques incorporated into
the men's costumes.
The
overall effect of color and
character adds much to the
stage. Susan Senita's two-

Payner as Curly.

Photo by Mark Thompson

primarily to gracefully
accomodate the large cast.
However, during the scenes
with the principal players, the
size of the set tends to dwarf
the actors. In such scenes, the
actors are reduced to
complimenting the set.
instead
of
the
set
complimenting the actors.
The cast, under the
direction of Dr. Tom King and
musical director Dr. John
Little, admirably succeeds in
capturing the audience's
attention throughout the
three-hour long production. In
an effort to show off the
singer's voices, the pace of too
many of the songs tends to
drag
The vivacity of the
actors and dancers maintains
the viewers' interest where it
would otherwise have lagged.
"Oklahoma!" is primarily
the courtship of Laurey
(played alternately
by
Deborah Zirkle and Deborah
Benner). bv Curly (plaved bv
Ed Wright) Both Zirkle and
Benner capture the essence of
Laurey in their vivacity and
flirtatiousness. Both women's
voices are excellent, and
Benner's stage presence is
especially pleasant to behold
Ed
Wright's
Curly,
accentuated by his lyric voice,
is an able portrayal of a
typical romantic hero
As in all of Rodgers and
Hammerstein's musicals,
"Oklahoma! s" minor
characters are written to
enhance the sparkle and
livliness of the production.
,IMU*s cast is no exception.
Kathv Rawlev adds a

lovable dimension to the pistolpacking image of Aunt Eller.
Jim Hayhurst as Jud looks the
part but is perhaps too
sympathic to be the villiari.
Ali Hakim (Steve Perez) is a
traditional shyster, complete
with a fine Persian accent.
Jer
Long's
humorous
portrayal of Old Man Carnes
round out the cast.
However, the performance
to steal the audience's heart
belongs to Darcy Reardon and
Steve King, as Ado Annie and
Will Parker. Reardon is the
highlight of the show with her
exceptional stage presence
and flighty and tomboyish
manner. King's performance
marked by his dancing and his
knack for humor, proves that
he is more than a match for
Ado Annie in the end
The
choreography
of
Rosemary King is superb.
King has a flair for musical
dance productions.
The
'choreography
for
the
"Farmer and the Cowman"
sequence
is
especially
stimulating With the help of
Steve Wagner's lighting
design, the "Dream Ballet" is
in a class by itself, gracefully
combining ballet, modern,
and jazz dance forms
All the dancers are
excellent.
Individual
standouts are Chuck Paynter
and Marilou Moore who
perform as Curly and Laurey
in the "Dream Ballet." and
Art McDermott and Stephanie
Shroyer whose enthusiasm
and technique make them
especially pleasurable" to
watch
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Verdi's 'Rigoletto' will be presented Monday

l!x
^T»M sxvi»K||
SWIUlt
IU KTRVR;
r.ild, who loses her life
Hilda
One of the famous 'bloodin-tead fulfilling the curse of
and thunder' melodramatic
Monterone
operas of the lOlh eenturv.1
The Goldovskv Grand
Giuseppe Verdi's "Rigoletto'
Opera Theater was started bv
will U> presented Mondav
Moris Goldovskv in Boston '
ntRht, Fehruarv _>6. in Wilson
It's debut performance of
Hall at H.nop m
"The Marriage of Figaro." at
The opera, based on Victor
.lordan
Hall in February. 1946
HIIRO'S
play
•'!,<.
R0j
drew instant acclaim and
S Amuse." will feature
introduced audiences to an
■penally designed sets and
entirely new concept in
■ •outlines, and will be
operatic production, one in
performed in English hv a
which realistic, convincing
eompnnv of 5" singers and
'tace action was throughlv
orchestra from the Goldovskv
united with musical and vocal
Grand Opera Theater
eveellenee
The
story
concerns
Hicoletto a cripple, an ill man
and at the same time the court
'Rigoletto hates
jester to the Duke of Mantua-a
triple misfortune that leaves
all men who are
him bitter and wicked He
hates the Duke because he is a
not crippled like
nobleman, hates the courtiers
because (hoy are courtiers.
himself
;md hates all men who are not
rippled like himself. He takes
pleasure in causing as much
Hv i<)5:?. the Opera Theater
unhappiness as he can. and he
went on its first national tour,
constantly encourages the
aided by some experimental
Duke to seduce the wives and
projection
apparatus
daughters of the nobles
pioneered by the companv
When Manterone enters to
The huge success of this and
angrily chastise the Duke for
other tours by the Opera
sedurine his daughter.
Theater have caused the
Higoletto pokes cruel fun at
Goldovskv methods to he
him In a ra£e. Monterone
adopted by theater groups all
curses Rigoletto As a result.
over the country Today, the
Rigoletto's daughter Gilda.
Goldovskv Grand Opera
whom he loves and has kept
Theater has performed in 4K of
hidden from all the depravity
the 50 states
of the court, is ultimately
Admission for the opera is
educed by the Duke Seeking
r>«l for adults. $1.00 for
•veneence Rigoletto plots to
'Indents, and free with a JMU
murder the Duke, but it is
ID

STOP

i

*

l

RigoleUo\..fulfUU

/

the curte of Manterone

m {f<&m

^^
s>tn>sa
<0®AN(D <D2>2M[IN<a §8>2<£aM<*>'

STOP

1050 S. Main ST.

To Celebrate We're offering the following low prices:
(good for the next 10 days)
• Old Milwaukee 6 pk. 12 oz. bottles
• Old Milwaukee 6pk. 12 oz. cans
• Pabst Blue Ribbon 6pk. 12 oz. bottles
• Pabst Blue Ribbon 6pk. 12 oz. cans
• Rolling Rock
• Coca Cola 6pk
Pringle potato chips
10% OFF:

99*

1.59/6.39 per case
1.65/6.49 per case
1.59/6.39 per case
1.65/6.49 per case
3.99 per case ~
1.69

Jamestown Bacon 1.29 lb.

* all Snacks (potato chips, candy, etc.)

* all frozen pizzas

• all canned food items • Health & Beauty Aids • all Smithfield Lunch Meats

Catering
to
JMU'S
every
need!

Hours:

x

S. Main St
Wampler

1050 S. Main

6 a.m.-l p.m.

f

7 days a week

JMU
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Cheerleaders cover
two games per week
Despite injuries and
withdrawals, the 16 member
cheerleading squad here
performs twice weekly at both
male and female sports
events.
Three male and one female
cheerleaders replaced injured
cheerers in
mid-year,
according to sponsor Casey
Showalter. The former 10
member squad increased to 16
this year to enable coverage of
women's sports.
The team is divided into
two groups that rotate
coverage of male and femafe
games. Each squad cheers
two games per week.
"The team really enjoys
cheering for the women's
events," Showalter said.
James Madison University

"If you're x veteran, the
rules and regs thai affect your
benefits can sometimes be
buttling Where to turn for
help?
"Try Red Cross Yes, the
Red Cross.
"Last year. American Red
Cross helped tens of thousands
of former servicemen and their
families get their educational,
disability, insurance and
medical benefits.

cheerleaders travelled to tasi
Tennessee State University
for a week of competition and
practice in late August.
Universal Cheerleading
Association sponsored the
event.
Other colleges
represented included Ohio
State.
University
of
over-all spirit, skill, and
performance at the end of the
week.
Also awarded the
Squad were five blue, one red,
and two white ribbons for
daily performances.
Camp leaders teach stunts,
gymnastics, and pyramids to
the different teams". The East
Tennessee State camp is the
only
competition
for
cheerleading teams during
the year.
" Red Cross also helps many
veterans upgrade their military
discharges...and that holds the
key to getting u job. Just last
year. Red Cross represented
more than 2100 veterans before
discharge review boards.
"Anddischarge'review for
an additional 6046 veterans is
in process,
"Giving a hand to veterans is
another powerful reason for us
to help keep Red Cross ready.
"Lend a hand."

The Body Shop
2 N. Main St.
"The Purple Buildings"

Keep Red Cross
ready.

.

Open Thurs & Fri Nites

mm
WUSUE

TJHJ[|

(MnrtzsMttxcx
Gamby's Distributors, Mt. Crawford
Y\\V.V.V«^ ••».»>>»».

•(

.

GEIA
If I In II

FUTURE.
CALL: 433-6264
ARMY RGTC.
THE TWO YEAR PROGRAM
WANT LOW PRICE
AND
HIGH MILEAGE? The

Corolla 2-Door Sedan. We got it!
Toyota's lowest-priced and highest MPG-rated car. For business
or pleasure, the Corolla 2-Door
Sedan is big on what you need,
expect and get from a Toyota.
Dependability, quality and value.
Plus lots of standard no-extra-cost
extras. See us today. We'll make it
easy for you to drive one home!

NOW ONLY
$3748.00
3140 Dealer
prep, transport
4-spd trans.
CITY
HIWAY

Estimated EB»

results You'
mileage vanes with driving naOils &
venicies condition & eauiDmeni

1
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Book Review;

Eating well means eating
healthier and cheaper
By
BOWFRS
Bv (.All.
GAll. ROWERS
Managing Your Personal
Food Supply Rav Wolf. ed.
Pub by Rodale Press. 1977.
167 pp.
Concern over food prices,
additives, and the quality of
the American diet in general
is widespread. Many of us
dutifully read up on nutrition,
but because we can't always
incorporate what we read into
our lifestyles, we keep eating
the same way we always
have. Then, too, much of what
has been written about eating
well has been ei ther negative
or contradictory. Information

^.ttfoodIU.U
...
about
has been available
but up to now, it has not
always been in a
usable
form.
Rodale Press, best known
for their organic gardening
books,
has
combined
information on nutrition, on
eating well at low cost, on
producing one's own food, and
in general, on getting control
over the food we eat. in one
complete, highly readable
guidebook. "Managing Your
Personal Food Supply "s"
theme is that eating well
means eating healthier and
cheaper.
The first part of the book is

Service Parts of Harrisonburg,
Inc.
Wholesale Distributors
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS & EQUIPMENT
We sell wholesale only, to all JMU
students. Master Charge Welcome.

UN. Liberty St. H'burg Va.
Phone 434-3844 or 434-5750

Coca Cola 8 pk.

1.19

Schmidts bottles

1.39

Taylor Lake Wines

3.99

taxes not included

A&P Saltines 1 lb.
A&P Soup
Chicken/Tomato

• Fully transistorized
ignition system
• MacPherson strut
front suspension
• Welded unitized
body construction
• Power-boosted flothru ventilation
• Locking gas cap
• And more...
and more...

McDonough Toyota
R U

°

&2u5nlEnAST

(703)886-6201

TOYOTA

5/$l

A&P Potato Chips

.59
.69

ASP Kosher Pickles

.69

Triple Cola
Corolla 2-Door
Sedan standard
features you don't
pay extra for:
• 1.2 liter OHV
engine
• 4-speed
transmission
• Power-assisted
front disc brakes
• Styled steel wheels
* • Reclining hi-back
front bucket seats
(Driver's side only)

.49

A&P Sundae Style
Yogurt

4/$l

White Grapes

.99

Tomatoes

.49
.89

Plums & Peaches
A&P 1 lb. Sausage

.99

Smithfield
Sliced Bacon

1.49

Round Tip Steaks

2.29

Cube Round Steak

2.99

a handbook of basic nutrition
The authors question whether
the United States is really as
healthy and well-fed as most
assume. Certain common
degenerative diseases of our
time, like diabetes and heart
disease, have been linked to
diet. Consumption of sugar,
which the authors term
"sweet but deadly" is at an all
time high, due to the fact that
70 percent of the sugar in our
diets is hidden in processed
foods. What's wrong with
sugar?
It provides no
nutrients, but must draw on
the body's store in order to be
digested. In addition to foster
ing poor nutrition, it is a
recognized source of tooth
decay and obesity. Finally,
it's no secret that our meatand-potatoes diet is short on
whole grains, fruits and
vegetables, and food fiber.
True, other books have
been written with much the
same theme. But unlike the
others, "Managing Your
Personal Food Supply" tells in
simple.
easy to-understand
prose Just how we can
improve
our diets, our
health, and the state of our
pocketbooks by taking a more
V active role in obtaining our
personal food supply.
First, we can get control
over the food we eat if we
produce our own. "Managing
Your Personal Food Supply"
contains chapters on both
gardening and raising small
livestock.
As the authors
point out, these chapters don't
give, for example, specific
instructions on how to grow a
carrot, but they will tell you
how many carrots to plant to
obtain a certain yield. They
give unequivocal support to
gardening as a method of
lowering food costs and
raising food quality, but they
are more cautious about
livestock, due to the necessity
of careful management.
Second, for those who can't
raise crops or livestock, or
who just don't want to, a
chapter entitled "Buying the
Best Food" tells how to use
the supermarket to best
advantage. It explains why
unprocessed foods are a best
buy. which months are the
best to buy certain fruits and
vegetables,
and
even
information on how to start
and maintain a food co-op.
This chapter, like the whole
book, is liberally sprinkled
with charts that complement
the text well.
Finally, food costs can be
lowered
and
nutrition
improved when food items are
made at home instead of
bought
Yogurt, bread,
cereals, crackers-all can be
made at home at less cost.
The book includes recipes for
these, as well as for
"convenience foods" like
pudding, biscuit mix, and
seasoned coating mix.
"Managing Your Personal
Food Supply" is more a
guidebook and idea book than
a cookbook, but it deserves a
place in anyone's kitchen who
wants to improve nutrition
and lower food costs at the
same time.
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Sports
Dukes lose to Rams
despite Stielper's 30
r

vou saw the two best big men
Itv I'M I. McFARI.AXF.
in the state," Kirk said of
RICHMOND- It was "Ren
Watson and Stielper
Watson Night" in the
Campanelli agreed.
Richmond
Coliseum
"Oh. there's no doubt about
Wednesday
it." he said
"Stielper is
It also turned out to be
Virginia Commonwealth
definitely the best offensive
man and Watson
is
University night as they
definitely the best defensive
handed James Madison a 65-56
man There is no big man in
loss before 5.100
the state that has the offensive
Watson, in a pregame
ceremony, accepted several
moves he has "
It wasStiepler's moves that
plaques and trophies from
kept JMU close in the first
various dignataries before
half He hit the first seven
leading his Rams early in the
JMU points including a threefirst half After winning the
point play to open the game
tip. Watson hit his first two
for the Dukes
Stielper's
shots and finished hitting
lavup with 7:31 remaining
eight of nine in the half He
put the Dukes ahead 21-20
also grabbed five rebounds
But Watson threw in the last
His teammates picked up
six points of the half to lead.
the slack in the second half,
32-29
however, as the Rams
The Rams never trailed.
outscored the Dukes 33-27 in
VCV opened the lead to as
the final 20 minutes
manv as nine in the half
I.XH1 Campanelli's Dukes
hefore JMU called time with
controlled the tempo from the
7:IMI remaining Consecutive
outset, choosing a slower
baskets by Linton Townes and
pace, working for the good
Stielper closed that to five, but
shot
As a result. JMU
VCV kept added to its lead as
connected qn 60 R percent of
held an 11 -point advantage
jts shots but still trailed at the
with 44 seconds left. 61-50.
half. 32-29
Stielper's 30 led all scorers.
"They did a good job of
Danny Kottak paced the
establishing the tempo." said
Rams with 19-13 in the second
VCU coach Dana Kirk "But
half Edmund Sherod. who
that doesn't bother us. We'll
did not shoot in the opening
go fast or slow We'll waltz or
half, sank three mid-range
jitterbug"
jumpers for six points in the
"We don't want to go into a
running game with them."
second
Steve Blackmon was the
Campanelli explained "We
Dukes' leading rebounder
didn't want to let their crowd
with eight He added eight
go berserk We wanted to be
Stielper
finished
with
30
points,
however.
The
points, playing most of the
within
striking
distance
in
the
STEVE STIELPER is denied the ball by
Dukes host the University of Baltimore
night against 6-foot-nine
last five minutes."
VCV* Penny Elliott. Stielper. who scored 17
tomorrow
at
2:00
p.m.
Watson
or 6-foot-10 Penny
The
Dukes
were
in
a
points in the first half, was denied the ball most
Photo by Lawrence Emerson
Elliott
position to come from behind
ofUhe second as the JMU offense stalled.
"He just did a super job."
late in the second half, but the
Campanelli said "At 6-4. he's
Rams hit clutch free throws
a horse
down the stretch to ice the
win
VCU. which has finished its
VCU also adjusted its
season at 20-5. has its eye on a
defense at halftime and did
be." he said. "There is a lot of
JMU has an overall record
By CATHY HANKS
post-season bid.
not allow the ball inside to
strategy involved as to what
of 9-4 for the season.
"I think 20-5 has to get us a
Coaches from competing
Stielper, who hit eight of 11 in
each person swims. We have
Virginia Tech. defending
hid someplace." Kirk said.
teams rarely agree on
the first half for 17 points.
been swimming some pretty
VAIAW
large
college
"Where", he was asked.
anything but this weekend's
"There was a display of
strong contenders this year
championship and the team
"ECAC," he answered
state women's swimming
defense in the second half, I'll
and so we'll be prepared
picked to win. comes into the
simply "We'll just sit back
championship is an exception.
tell you that." Kirk said "We
physically as well as
weekend with a record of 8-4.
and wait until Sunday We'll
All involved agree that it's
solved their offense and kept
mentally "
"We
expect
to
win."
said
see what happens "
going to be one of the closest
our man-to-man pressure that
Tech coach Greg Spradling
The
Eastern
College
competitions in years.
really
cut
them
off."
Although ODU brings the
"I think we have the depth and
Athletic
Association
(ECAC)
Schools competing in the
The
adjustment
was
best season record. 10-3. to the
quality of swimmers that it
selection committee meets
large college division of the
obviously a successful one
meet they are considered the
takes to win."
Sunday, and Kirk expects his
Virginia Association of
JMU
scored
only
one
point
in
a
dark horse team. Last year's
Spradling said William and
team to receive an invitation
intercollegiate Athletics for
6:30stretch
in
the
second
half.
performance in states were
Mary was the only school of
For the Dukes. 18-8.
Women state tournament
Jack
Railey's
free
throw
with
poor due to only 9 people
the five to beat Tech and that
however,
they finish their
being held here Feb. 22-24
12:24
to
go
was
the
only
point.
competing said coach Larry
even if the point spread was
season
Saturday
against the
along with JMU are Virginia
"They
collapsed
in
on
Shofe. This year ODU will
close Tech would still win.
University
of
Baltimore.
Commonwealth University,
Steve."
Campanelli
said
of
his
bring 16 athletes with good
William and Mary will be
"We matched our record of
the College of William and
junior center. "They ganged
overall improvements said
the
team
that
gives
Tech
the
1KB if we win." Campanelli
Mary. Virginia Tech. and Old
up
on
him
And
the
trouble
is.
Shofe
biggest fight for first place.
said
"With the caliber of
Dominion University.
we haven't got another big
"We've got good diver
They
have
already
beaten
talent we lost, it's a real
Of these five schools all.
scorer
to
go
along
with
strength and the whole team is
Tech once earlier in the year
tribute to our kids "
except perhaps with the
Stielper We don't have that
considerably better than last
in a dual meet with the
The loss to the Rams was
exception of ODU. have strong
player
that
can
get
19
or
20
a
vear." said Shofe. "They all
University of Virginia. Their
the second this season for the
teams and a chance of
game
to
complement
"
are going to be tough but we'll
record stands at 7-5 for the
Dukes and the fifth in as many
swimming away with the title.
Stielper finished with 30
be ready, for them."
season.
games between the two.
Tech is considered the
.points
on
13-19
from
the
floor.
Also competing will be
"VCU's
good."
said
overall favorite. William and
four
of
five
from
the
line
and
seven schools in the small
Coach Chris Jackson for W
Campanelli. "We're just an
Mary boasts a nationally
pulled
down
sever
rebounds
college division.
These
and M expects to be especially
ranked swimmer. JMU has
inch behind "
"I don't care what vou say.
include
defending
VAIAW
strong
in
the
200-yard.
500broken more team records
VCU
champion Sweet
Briar
JMI
yard, and 1650-yard freesJ^le.
this year, and VCU will
FCi FT T
EC.
FT
T
College.
Ferrum
College.
W
and
M
swimmer
Jenny
depend on strategy.
Kottak 7 5-6 19
5 0-1
to Townes
Mary Washington College, the
Tatnall has national standings
Elliott 3 1-3 7
o
Shoulders
0
0-0
University
of
Rivhmond.
in the 200-yard freestyle and
James Madison University
Watson
8 0-3 16
30
Stielper
Roanoke
College.
Mary
13
4-5
holds the state record for' 55.
coach Skippy Courtet is
Knight
3 3-4 9
3
0-0
6
Hughett
Baldwin
College.
and
Jackson also stated that
pleased with her team's
3
0-2 6
Sherod
8
Blackmon
Randolph
Macon
Women's
4
o-o
she expects JMU to give the
performance this season and
2
0-0 4
Stancell
2
Railey
0
2-4
College
toughest competition in the
in preparation for states says
Harris 0 4-4 4
distance
swimming.
The
preliminary
heats
"their times are dropping like
26 13-22 65
25 6-10 56
Totals
VCU's plan to win will be in
begin at 11 a.m. on Thursday
they should be."
Half
time
score:
32
39
and
Friday
and
at
10
a.m.
their
strategy
according
to
The Duchesses have broken
Team Fouls: JMU 15. VCU 11. Foul outs : none. Rebounds: JMU
coach Ron Tsuchiya.
Saturday.
The finals are
9 team records so far this year
29.
VCV 25 Turnovers: JMU 14. VCU 10 Shooting Percentage:
scheduled
for
7
p.m.
Thursday
"It
really
depends
on
how
and Courtet said she hopes to
JMI
I 25-54 146 per cent). VCU 26-42 (61 per cent)
and Friday and 4 p.m. on
well the teams perform as far
see mbre broken during
Officials:
Fraim, Adams
as
what
the
point
spread'will
Saturday.
states.

Swim meet should be close
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Mountaineer Mania:

Beachballs during atyest Virginia winter?
By DAN McNIFI
MORGANTOWN- What would three
beachballs, ejght frisbees, and over
thousands of paper cups be doing in
the middle of winter in West Virginia ?
Answer - Mountaineer Mania. The
largest crowd ever to see a basketball
game in West Virginia used all of the
above before, during, and after
WVU's 70-54 loss to third ranked Notre
Dame Saturday.
The partisan throng of 15,118 added
new dimensions to the sixth man on
the court theory in making their
prescence known to both teams on the
floor.
The carnival atmosphere was
ushered in after the preliminary
contest between the WVU women and
Slippery Rock. The huge red and
white beachballs were batted from
one side of the student section to the
other There were some excellent
young human retrievers to return any
stray balls to the 'spirited' crowd.
The frisbees, in all sorts of colors
and sizes, zipped through the air while
the teams warmed up and the fans
anxiously anticipated the start. The
Fighting Irish players stepped
nonchalantly over the errant tosses
that landed near their feet. Even the
halftime show, the West Virginians,

were not exempt from the flying
projectiles which whizzed by the song
and dance group from nearby
Alderson-Broaddus College.
But of the trio listed above the cups
probably had the biggest affect on a
game that was interrupted frequently
by debris cast from the rowdies.
The Public Address announcer
asked the fans to "please don't throw
things on the floor" a total of 13 times
in what amounted to a wasted effort.
The announcer extended the
annonucements from the simple
request to an earnest plea for the
players safety. "Please don't throw
things on the floor," he said after a
paricularly disturbing call in the first
ha If. "It impedes the progress of the
game and endangers the safety of the
players."
West Virginia coach Gale Catlett
paid a personal pregame visit to the
fans in an equally unsuccessful
attempt to prevent the abuse heaved
. on the wooden surface.
The Mania has two or three leaders
to inspire the cheers during lulls in the
action. Mr. Superfan, graduate
student Junior Taylor, appeared
twice in two completely different
outfits. Alternately attired in bib
overalls and a tuxcedo (top hat

Wrestlers win
final matches
overW&L
andVMI

>

included), Mr. Superfan aancea
polkas, jigs, and led cheers on center
stage of the complex known as "the
Mushroom" with an act in each
period.
The other costumed character was
the bearded mascot and his three foot
apprentice dressed in convential
frontier garb. Each was armed with a
Winchester that fired up the crowd as
late as the closing minutes of the
game when a number of faithful had
already departed
Notre Dame coach Dick "Digger"
Phelps spent most of the night In the
off tea Is face but downplayed the
effect of the boisterous, and
somewhat rude crowd. "We're
immune to this. We play before
sellouts all the time, so our guys are
used to it by now.
Phelps compared the mob to the
Louisville fans infected with what he
termed "bourbon fever. "West
Virginia was close to bourbon
fever."In more ways than one.
The embattled participants were
not as calm as the bench, removing
the litter in various ways periodically
throughout the contest. WVU starting
guard Lowes Moore believed the
active participation may have been
detrimental to the Mountaineers

By RICHARD AMACHRR
The wrestling team won its
final two matches of the
season last week downing
Washington & Lee University,
2B-12 and Virginia Military, 2318.
Scott Utegaard and Brian
Langlinais led the way for the
Dukes, both recorded two
superior decision.
Utegaard annihilated Dan
Kniffen of W & L. 15-3 and
shutout VMI's Ron Petroski.
12-0.
Langlinais trounced Keith
Proctor of VMI, 14-0 and
blasted Kevin Wall of W&L.
12-0.
Brad Platt. filling in for
Dennis Herndon (out for the
season), and John Kubesh
entered the under one-minute-^
fall club against W&L. Platt '■

comeback in the second half. "You've
got momentum going,then all that
stuff comes out on the floor. It dents
your momentum. I got a little upset
with them because I got Uredof
stopping."
There were several attempts by
parties in charge to restrain the
overly enthusiastic fans. Police
evicted a few spectators and the two
zebras on court theatened to assess a
technical foul if control was not
established.
All threats, reprimands, and favors
went unheeded as the unruly mass
continued on its merrily way and give
credence to those who assert fan
support has gotten out of hand and
borders on the ridiculous.
It was ironic that the public address
announcer drew cheers when he
delivered a well deserved tongue
lashing over the speaker. "You need
first class fans if you're going to have
a first class program. It's a shame the
foolishness of a few can ruin the
pleasure of everyone else."
After witnessing the effect of
Mountaineer, Mania on a college
baketball game, one has to wonder if
the support at Godwin Hall is not so
bad after all

recorded a 51-second pin and
Kubesh a 59-second pin.
Platt and Kubesh join the
ranks of Rich McCulion's 45second fall and Utegaard's 55second fall this season.
Willie Shook won a key
match against Tom Appleton
in the Dukes triumph over
VMI.
Chuck Herb delivered a 5-0
decision over Ken Oxedine to
help JMU rout W&L 28-12.
For JMU, the two victories
upped it. season record to 10-7.
"Our goal was set a little,
higher." commented coach
Dick Besnier after their final
dual meet.
"We should have won two
more matches. I think we
wrestled well, but not up to
potential at times."
The Dukes, with no juniors

on the team, will graduate
only one senior, captain Kelly
Sharpes.
"We're a young team and
we gained a lot of valuable
experience. Chuck Herb
improved
tremendously:
probably the most of any one
on the team. He attitude was
a big plus for our team," said
Besnier.
Injuries to key wrestlers
also hurt the Dukes' this
season. Herndon, Tim Noerr,
Matt Roth and Phil Case all
suffered injuries or sickness
at one time or another during
the season.
"It is hard to win when a
third of your team is out
stated Besnier.
"John
Ellison did a fine job filling in
for Roth winning ten matches
(Continued on Page 14)

VCU slips from second, UNC trims two teams
By DAN MCNIFI.
Virginia Commonwealth
University slipped from number two
in The Breeze basketball poll after a
lengthy stay and UNC took a heavy
toll on the state's Division I schools in
highlights in the Old Dominion.
VCU got a taste of its own bitter
medicine when Tommy Conrad sank a
16-foot jumper at the buzzer to lift Old
Dominion University over the Rams,
71-70, in overtime
The Monarchs should have won
the game in regulation, holding a
seven-point lead with 37 seconds left.
But VCU. the winner of four
overtimes this year, stormed back to
tie on Ren Watson's basket from 18
feet at the end of regulation.
Ironically. Watson, who totaled 18
points, 1R rebounds, and nine blocked
shots, played a big role in the winning
basket ODU gained possession of the
hall with six seconds left when Watson
was unable to get the ball in bounds
within the five seconds allowed.
The Monarchs walloped two other
opponents. Southeastern and Maine,
by margins of 102-57 and 91-76 in
lipping their standing to 19-4.
Freshman Tommy Branch and
Ronnie McAdoo have taken up the
slack created by the absense of'
leading scorer Ronnie Valentine who
is lost for the season with a fractured
ankle

North Carolina trimmed two state
teams in tuning up for the upcoming
ACC title match with Duke this week.
Dean Smith resorted to the four
corners with 11 and a half minutes
remaining in a lengthy preservation
of a lead and an ACC victory over
the
University of Virginia. 66-57.
The Tarheels did not need the stall in
the H5-60 romp of William and Mary
three days earlier.
Virginia firmed its grip on third
place in the ACC with a 72-68 triumph
of Clemson that raised the Cavaliers
record to 6-4 in the conference and 16-7
overall Lee Raker had 24 tp top the
Wahoos, including a seven point
binge in a span of 23 seconds.
Virginia Tech had a relatively easy
time with two opponents and forged
higher in the rankings after
plummeting as low as fifth. The
Hokies recaptured second with a 55-49
decision of William and Mary and a
104-89 rout of Georgia Southern
William and Mary vented its
frustration upon Richmond after
losing to Tech and UNC The Indians,
down by 11 at the half, came back to
win 68-64 and sever the tie between the
two in the state's rankings.
Mike Perry's 24 keyed Richmond's
45-44 squeaker over Randolph-Macon
who blew a short jumper and a oneand-one in the last eight seconds to
give the Spiders a nice Valentine's

Day gift. Boston blasted Richmond
85-69 in the other match of a very busy
week for coach Lou Goetz and his
squad
JMU dropped an important ECAC
encounter to St. Francis. Pa. 90-80
despite connecting on a record 67.3
percent from the floor.
The
aggressive victors placed five in
double figures and held JMU's Steve
Stielper to a season low of 14 points.
The Dukes rebounded with a new
starting lineup and a convincing 10178 drubbing of George Mason
Saturday night
Stielper. also
recovered impressively with a gamehigh 41.Townes and Blackmon were
joined by guards Chip Rosenberg and
Jeff Cross in the revamped starting
five.
GMU marched into Godwin Hall
fresh off consecutive success over
Messiah and Randolph-Macon (67-64).
The once formidable "pit" has
gone to pot for V.M.I, who dropped
two home games to Southern
Conference foes, Marshall (88-66) and
the Citadel (72-68).
Earlier in the season the Keydets.
now 2-7 in the conference and 12-12
overall, had defeated Marshall at
Marshall. V.M.I.'s playoff picture
does not look very bright and will
probably play Appalachain State in
the first round of the SC tourney
scheduled for this weekend...
...

Virginia appears destined to face
either Wake Forest or Clemson as the
ACC heads in to the final week of the
regular season and the tournament
pairings begin to form.
Va. Tech is currently tied for sixth
in the Metro tourney. Tech did not
have a conference schedule but its
seed was determined by designated
games in their schedule.
VCU and ODU are vying for berths
in the ECAC tournament whose
system of selection would take a page
or two to explain. Both teams
chances will be greatly increased if
Georgetown, ranked in the top 20 and
a member of the ECAC. receives an
at-large bid from the NCAA.
JMU would need a win over VCU
tomorrow night in Richmond for any
remote opportunity at post season.
Richmond. William and Mary, and
George Mason will watch all of the
playoffs at home

1
2
3.
4.
5
8.
7.
8.
9.

Virginia (16-7)
Va Tech (15-8)
ODU (19-4)
VCU (194)
lIVK'd" 6)
V.M.I. < 12-12)
W and M (9-15)
Richmond (9-15)
George Mason (16-8)

-
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Intramural tourney
to start soon;Championship
maybe
division title,
Bv OZZY OSBORNE
Tntramural flag football
plavoffs will start as soon as
the astroturf is playable.
Remaining regular season
games in men's football were
cancelled because of the snow
and the necessity of deciding a
champion before spring
break. George Toliver.
director of intramurals. said
In women's volleyball
action. Dingledine defeated
Ettes to take the university
championship. Frederickson
beat Eagle to win the

and Eagle clipped the wings of
Eagle's Angels for the
consolation title
Overall point standings for
women show Dingledine on
top with 24. followed by Eagle
with 20. then Fredrickson. 15.
and Chappelear, 14
In the professional division
of the one-on-one tourney.
J.W. Myers beat Keat Berner.
11-6. in the finals to take the
men's championship Martha
Frisina defeated Marilyn
Reynolds, 11-6. to take the
women's crown.

Indoor traek sixth
The men's indoor trade
team took its best finish ever
out of Lexington Saturday in
the
Virginia
Indoor
championships.
JMU finished sixth behind
host VMI. second-place
Virginia Tech. the University
of Virginia. University of
Richmond. William and Mary.
David Glover took JMU's
first in the meet. Glover had
top honors in the high jump,
setting a school record at

6'10".
Fred Garst's school-record
toss of 51' 2 V was good
enough for a fourth-place
finish.
The mile relay team of Ted
Jones. Pete Desrosiers, Ernie
Washington
and
Mike
Thompson also set a school
record 3:27,3 in their fifthplace finish.
SamOnwuli took a fourth in
the long jump (23' 5") and a
fifth in the triple jump <46'7").

* Wrestling
(Continued from Page IS)
and Rich McCulIbhTdid a good
job wrestling heavyweight,
also winning ten matches."
Utegaard led the Dukes
with 13 dual meet wins, 21
overall, and had 53 team
points.
Langlinais finished 20-8 and
led the team in near falls
with 17 and reversals. 10.

Herndon recorded 9 pins
and was 19-€ before a staff
infection cut his season short.
Freshman Jud Stokes led
the Dukes in takedowns with
24 and escapes. 23.
JMU travels to Blacksburg
this weekend to participate in
the NCAA Eastern Regional
plavoffs.

• as -

BREWED FROM
MOUNTAIN
SPRING WATER

:,V*

Rolling Rock Beer

Something Special
,,,,. Gamby's Distributors
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Men swimmers look to improve Women gymnasts
lose season finale
Men's swimming team will
he looking to improve on last
year's sixth place finish when
the Dukes compete this
weekend at the men's-Virginia
Intercollegiate Swimming and
Diving Championships in
Blackshurg this weekend.
JMU finished its 1978-79
regular season with a record
of 12-6 as the Dukes won six of
their last seven meets. JMU
head coach Charles Arnold is ■
hoping that the momentum
from the team's regular
season finish will carry over
fo the state meet

The Dukes' strengths
appear to be in the diving and
freestyle
events
with
sophomore diver Mike West
and junior freestyler Jack
Brooks important performers
for the Dukes.
West finished second in
both the one-meter and threemeter diving competition at
last year's state meet, while
Brooks is looking forward to
this year's meet after missing
the competition a year ago.
He will compete for the Dukes
in the 200-yard. 500-yard and

1650-yard freestyle events and
will also be a member of
JMU's fine 800-yard freestyle
relay team.
Freshmen Kriss Wilson.
Dave Hadsell and Steve Mills
^are key performers for the
Dukes in the freestyle sprints.
Other key swimmers for
the Dukes are sophomore Chip
Martin in the 4400-yard
individual medley, sophomore
Pete Laiti in the 200-yard
breaststroke and JMU's 400yard frestyle relay team and
400-yard medley relay team.

JEWEL BOX

The 'tart) Package $t*r»'
Little mine Cellar

4M-M95

PARTY PACKAGE SPECIALS
Schlitz 'Gusto Makes it Great' 1.69
Schafer Since 1842
1.39
Budweiser King of Beers cans 1.89
BudweiserNatural Light Bottles 1.79
Budweiser Longnecks case 24 6.99
Pabst Blue Ribbon Suitcase 24 6.25
Labatt's Blue
2.49
Heineken Holland Import
3.69
Old AAi{ & Pabst Longnecks 24 5.99
Pabst
Red-White&Blue
1.39

Oysters Bay Fresh pt
2.99
Salt Fish New Pack in Keg lb
.99
Eggs Extra Large Farm Fresh
.83
Bacon Jamestown sugar cured 1.39
Sausage Jamestown farm style 1.19
Hot Dog- Franks by Smithfieldl.29
Bread Buttermaid Old Fashion .49
Milk Shenandoah Pride gallon 1.69
Saltine Crackers Souptime lb 2/.99
Honey Grahams Nabisco box
.79
Coca Cola Party Special 2Lts
.79
Dqg Food
50Lb
5.99
Nabisco Snack Crackers Asst.
.79

The Duchesses compiled a
6-9 regular season mark.
JMU travels to Radford
College on Saturday (Feb. 24)
to defend its Virginia
Association for Intercollegiate
Athletics
for
Women
(VAIAW) state title JMU has
won the VAIAW gymnastics
title the past two years.

WATCHES

EARRINGS
ALL GOLD
JEWELRY

TO ALL MU STUDENTS
20% OFF
ALL MERCHANDISE ggg*
with student i.D.

$5.00 EAR PIERCING
PRICE INCLUDES STUDS

GOOD FOR ENTIRE SCHOOL YEAR!

PARTY KEG SPECIALS
Pabst PBR 7'/> gal
11.95
Pabst PBR 15 gal
21.95
Budweiser 7 Vi gal
17.95
Budweiser 15 gal
29.00
• • Free Ice with Keg Specials* *
LITTLE WINE CELLAR
Lancers Red-White
3.691
Gallo Chablis-Rose-Burg 3Lts 5.99
Taylors Calf. Cellars 1.5 Lts
3.99
Blue Nun Liebfraumilch
3.79
Good Monk Liebfraumilch
2.69
TJ. Swann Asst. Flavors
.1.49
Mazzoni Lambrusco
2.69

She finished in a tie for third in
the vault with an 8.1
performance.

DTAMONDS

UKftNEft'S 7 DAV MARKET
915 S. High St.

The women's gymnastics
team lost to the University of
Maryland and Rutgers
University in the Duchesses'
final regular season meet on
Saturday (Feb. 17) In College
Park. Md.
Maryland racked up 118.45
points while Rutgers compiled
116.00 points and JMU scored
108.95 points.
Freshman
Maureen
Ranney was the only JMU
gymnast to place in the meet.

* %

We Feature
Reasonably Priced Food
• •••.•*••*>•
* 50 item.soup <w<* *
*
Salad Bar
*

• ••*/*•*•**

St oaks,.Seafood, Chicken
Sandwiches end Spaghetti
Lucheon Buffet

rAMtUIT
i f!

w

BesiqT
toward Johnsons

r /

Private Meeting Rooms
Available
Come Early For An En joya bh
Evening Meal <S 'TopEnfortttiP
ment
Wed. Thurs. Fri.& Sat. \mi

• After Enjoying A Delicious Meal
^4 Q4 * GO BELOW to the :
Jv£^~^-1^/V
Open Thurs.-Sat.
Thbwtek:
Thurs., Fri., Sat.,

Helicopter
LARGE
DANCE FLOOR
9-2:00 p.m.
• * Vricmts all MADISON Students* •

TT.

Classifieds
For Sale
TYPING SFRYICF: Term
papers, thesis, resume'. ANA.
Professional equipment and
personnel Pick-up. delivery
and editing service available.
Call before 8:30 p.m. 433-8685
or K28-3692
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By Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury
95"

SORRY, BOS5.I
mm so
* OKAY, WHAT PUT A CE/UN6
i HAPPENED ON SPENDING,
HERE,HARRY? ANDTH5HH0LZ
7H/N6JUST
COLLAPSED.
WAS

DAMNU

TMtDUTD
REINFORCE
THEPRMUE

secmi
\

I TRIED,
BOSS. I JUST
COULDNTFIND

FRAMEWORK.
/

"fWELL.DONT
7
JUSTSTANDTHERE!
GETALLTHIS STUFF
BACK..HEY! WHERE
IS EVERYONE?

UH..
THEY'RE
ONA
BREAK,
BOSS.

-fyr- —
v

NO, NO, I
mu*r UB
i ic TO
DON'T
SWEAR,
BOSS,
mHARRy.ms
A RECESSION, THEY JUST
WENTFOR I
isNT/rr.
COFFEE!

\i\HM.IFIFR FOR SAI.F:
Traynor Mark III. excellent
condition, good for guitar or
keyhoords-$200 Steve Snydor
434-1075 or 433-6127
\FF!> TYPING? Call Betty
at 433-44525 $.75 a page day
before or dav due. $.5" a page
any other time All supplies
included.
\V\TFRHF1> FOR SXI.F:
Queen size-includes heater $75
• price negotiable).
Call
Jeanne or Taffv at 434-5490
Box 2505
FXPFRIFNCFI)
TYPIST
$70 cents per word-includes
paper
Call 433-2247 after
5:30 Ask for Leslie.

NOTSOSOOP,
HAM? ITS
JIMMY. H0V5 SIR. OUR PEOPLE

, IHEINSMIA- TELLMETHEY
j WN0FTHE
CANT FIND ANY
-. NEWFOUNOA- SUFFORTFOR.

\7KN60M?

TTATALL..

f

*Lc coNSE*mH& ARE IRATE
w OVERTHE COST OVERRUNS,
f AND LIBERALS ARE MIFFED
■ BY THE MISSIN6 PLANKS. AND
EVENTHE MODERATES ARE
^ SAYING WE BUH6UPTHE
^oU. SPECIFICATIONS.

THEARMYS

STILL mn

7SI6HI

US.TH0U6H,
RJ6HT?

ICAN
CHECK.

For Rent
\PARTMFNT fpr rent
Available now at Squire Hill.
Call Terry at 433-1154 (off
Campus*.
IIOISF FOR RFNT for 4 or 5
people Partially furnished. 5
bedrooms. 2 kitchen. 2 baths,
livingroom and diningroom.
plus large, private yard. 1.7
miles from campus.
Excellent living quarters for
small group of students with
common interests.
Leases
and
security deposits
required Available June 1.
Call 6238 or 433-2304 after 5
p.m.

Wanted

I

■»

PFRSON
NFKIIFI),
preferable female, to share
efficiency apt. in Ft.
Lauderdale (spring break).
Approximately $70 (9 nights >One block, front ocean!
Transportation provided. Call
Monica 434-2723
WANTFH:
Person) s> to
sublet Shank Apartment MayAugust
Three bedrooms,
furnished, air conditioning.
Rent bv room or Apartment.
Rent negotiable Call 433-8494Leslie. L\1in. Cindv.

Lost
LOST: A pair of women's
tortoise-shell aviator style
eyeglasses in green case. Call
Julie at 5159 if found.
LOST: Set of keys lost at the
Auto Auction Friday Feb. 16.
If found please contact Ellen
7324 Reward offered
I.OST-JMU football jacket,
with set of contact lenses in
pocket. Iieft in weight room.
Godwin 218. Please return to
Conch Wilt in football office

Personals
<***'

TO FRPDDIF: Sorry about
tackling you and your heart's
desire on Monday!
Next
snow-you can get revenge!!
From Ray

MR. PRESIDENT?
SORRy TO DISTURB YOU. SIR...

IAZZFRS Come enjoy superb
iazz by a bunch of wild and
"crazy guys, Thursday nite at
K:00p.n. in Wilson. Boys in
the Band.
\TTF\TION Hh BLOCK
STCDFNT TFU'IIFRS: I
mast find a ride home to
Richmond on Wed. Feb. 28
(after 4:30 preferrable but
anytime ok ) Also ride back
Tues . March 6 if possible.
Please contact Liz. Box 245 or
5769.
TO \CF \NI> PIZZA ROY.
Too hot to trot and we don't
want you to stop...! We've
done it twice, now it's your
turn We'll be watching!
"WHOOPS UH!" For a good
time call "The Little
Rascals!" You know what we
mean! We couldn't resist
this' Yours Truly-Booking
Agents.
IEVN:
Happy 2-n.
Two
decades old. Wow! Better
than a card, huh? How long
did it take you to find this?
Love. Mark
YFRY SILLY C.OOSF. Talk
about silly! Who cares how
the orange juice is made as
lone as we're together to enjoy
it
My love, very tired
Turkey
< UTION . . Jazz is a
proven aphrodisiac. Come see
for voiirsel? Thursday at 8:00
pm in Wilson. A Hornev
Band
. (Continued, en Page. ID-

¥&'
f WAT
ISTT,
B0YS?
\

ITSTHEUJORKMEN, SIR, THE
ONESINSTALlIN61NENEU
FOUNDATION..

p^

rWU.THEY HERB
DOWNSTAIRS, PICKIN6
YES? THR0U6H1HERJBBLB
OF THREE OPERATIONS
OF AmncANFtxem
/ POUCf..

»p-.

ROOM

THE ELBOW
PROUDLY
PRESENTS
BLUERIDGE

QUICKC/.

FEB23&24

Rock-n-Roll

FEB26

DOWNCHILD
Canada's Answer To
The Nighthawks

EDDIE ADCOCK &
FEB 27
THE II GENERATION
Rock-n-Roll & Electric Blue Grass
Downtown Harrisonburg
I ■ i I I I k fill i 1

) „• .- ^ M* f -' •' •* -'_*_£_ *' ' ' *"■*

Fool 'n' Me

By David Hagen
"*3
-5 JT uMts A Crooo -mtfACr
SPRiiACf BREAK. CAME ... fl

MAM, I
FLORIDA

UCATHCR

X u)N& FR£E2lM<3r
M^ fcUHS OFF

Classifieds
(Continued from Page 1C)
K\T \N|> |\N...we want
vniir^ bodies. GOMER AND
IONKK V

L ii- wie

r=^

Roommates

By Tom Arvis

you sHouto Am/Ays 5r£ii/ej

(1 V6v T Eve/V
>ow A BOAT. ^

Wings

By Mark Legan
G*«JA

M^

DATE yoU AMD

MIND I

ra

'sin«

Ill HATE! T had a great time
Friday Thanks a bunch. Bo.
TO FRANK I.WIN: A real
loser of a freshman E?
I .still owe vou one (or
You better hope I don't
you outside in all this
Hi Rex! Love. Swifty.

(VrillFTYLFR: Happv21st
Birthday! Go for it girl! Have
fun in Florida, and I'll be
down sometime in April,
fiove. Val (hard working girl)
Fritz.

PEERS TD ^
CONSlbEkJf\

I'*

" •»

MIKFY.
hope you and
number nine live happily ever
nfter Little Horn.
TO THE S.O.B.ing M.F. who
stole my calendar from the
Breeze office.
You really
must be low. It can't mean
that much to you. but it means
an awful lot of work to me
Please replace it. If I find out
who has it. and I will, and it is
not put back. I'll be ready to
maim. A calendar can't be
worth that much to you.

HER:
two)
i-atch
snow!

BEEN AFTCR. yew FO*
F»VF MONTHS.' 4NP 1*1
NOT fcltflrlG yf>.

wi

some hell this semester-so
u
2*. «« J-M.U. women,
vour little hro

no*,

MOTHIMG!

A GUM W6HT

JVJST DO TWP TRICK...

1^1

TO.THE REAL REX: No
surprises next week, but how
about
a
quiet
dinner
someplace nice with maybe a
few friends?
We can
celebrate Spring Break,
rowdy parties, or cathode ray
tupes-whatever suits you. The
Real San
TRINA: Hi. See you soon in
Richmond. D.
TO THE FOUR LAUGHING
YOYOS IN HANSON :WU:
Gee guys. I'm not as deadly as
I look! Your friendly local
master «r Kung Fu
•WHEN YOU LOYF \
MEMBER
OF
YOUR
FAMILY
OR
\
COMPATRIOT. LET IT BE
WITH A RAY OF THE
INFINITE LOVE." Abdu'lBaha' Baha'iClub Box4175

.w'V*

</

The Brew classifieds get results!
Whether you are buying or selling or just want to say he/7o
to that certain someone, our classifieds will workforyou
$.75 for the first 25 words
Just use this handy mailing form,
Your name
and mail your classified to:

Your box nufnber

The Breeze classifieds
Your phone number.
Department of Communication Arts I ru*Ltt*a Y-I
• *\
I**
»,
n ,i_i,
Classified (please print)
Wine-Price Building
Classifieds must be paid in advance and
are not taken over the telephone
—.«
■

i

i

—
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AFFAIR

HEIGHTS

CROWN

o

■

- «A»

Crown Heights Affair
Friday
9:00pm
Feb23

WILSON HALL

Who
dunnit?

UV

$1.00 w/ID
$2.00 without

FRIDAY

FEB23
Peter Falk
Eileen Brennan
Ann-Margret
7:30
Stockard Channing
Sid Caesar
Dom DeLuise
James Coco
John Houseman
Louise Fletcher
9:30
Madeline Kahn Fernando Lamas
Phil SUvers
Marsha Mason
SATURDAY
Rsul Williams
Abe Vigoda
Nicol Williamson

SUNDAY
DOUBLE

7:30

MOVIE

FEATURE

Feb 25
WALKABOUT

7:00 pm

DON'T LOOK NOW

8:45 pm

HARRISON A— 206
' FREE

FEB24

r

NIGHT

l'\KAMOl VI PU.TIRES pirM-ni.
t WU 11IX

TV

FRANCO ZEFFIRELLI
IVonuclion of

*<

This tin*.' its Neil Simon who's reallydunnit.

G/S
Theatre

\o ordinary love story. .7

"THE CHEAP DETECTIVE"
k\Vtt MRIA/VMIIN.-..-niu»<.
ARAYSTARkPRmiTK'Si* Mil -i|\K >v- U« . HIV I * T>i TIN f A RORFRT MOORE FILM

„_rrTERRLK
.__,ANNMARl*FT.EimMWtSSA\.'-lt>l \*">««>M kARIH HAWING• IAMESCOCO
DOMrVLllSl . IOl'ISIRFT(X(R>K>INH(H SEMAN • MA|1£LM k AHS • URSANDO LAMAS
MARSHA MASON-mil <KVERS< AM \ K«1PA • Mil \HltlAM«»MCXX WILLIAMSON
Mm. KTATRKK WUHAM'-• I V.M.<>.« n<.«.«i..|4i> K1HS A AIOV70 A S ,
WhnmlnNMI Slim • l\.«l«mHi RA> <l ARk • I V,v,-.l K RlWRt \*.\~*l «lr.»n RASTAR

^^

$1.00

Mon Feb. 26

$1.00 w/ID

7:30 pm

G/S Theatre

W/ID

BILL BOARD

PROGRAM
BQ4RD

^ •*

ROMEO
^JULIET

mmmm

Readers'
^Forum
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MEUKEUCE 50URK
l&SHM APPEARS 10

■■^

Corporation
6
orderly and decent9

COOTS

To the editor:
With regard to Coors'
Gestures to locate in
Koekingham County. I feel
some pertinent ideas should
he considered however, they
nre by no means conclusive.
As this corporation's
attention via the press will be
mounting in the coming
months, one notion to dispell.
now
affecting
public
sentiment, is that we should
he careful not to pre-cognize
our particular judgements
when considering whether or
not support should be given
Coors
In real terms. Coors may
be able to offer plenty in the
way of jobs, additional tax
revenues for the county.

various costs paid to area
businesses for their goods or
services, costs paid out for
plant construction, etc,
Also, it may be unfair to
believe they will become
omnipresent
and
controversial
once
established
Actually, one
may find' that Coors will
conduct themselves as
practically all businesses in
this area do-orderly and
decent.
Thus I feel Harrisonburg
and Rockingham County
residents must carefully
decide, using, among others.
Guidelines of benefits and
detriments.
Mark !\lcMullrn
shown Her \|its

., I

Area nursing homes
thank JMU groups
To the editor:
The residents of Sunnyside
Health Care Center and
Liberty House and Camelot
Nursing Homes wish to thank
the
James
Madison
University Folk Ensemble
and also the JMU Jazz Band
for their terrific performance
at the Rock 'N Roll Jamboree
on Valentine's Day at the
Valley Mall
We appreciate the time and
effort they donated to help

raise money for the benefit of
-the
American
Heart
Association.
Our thanks also, to the
sororities, fraternities, and
clubs who raised pledges to
support our residents at the
Rock N Roll Jamboree.
Winnie Shifflett (Activities
Director)
Sunnyside -Presbyterian
Home

"Q&cBaeze
Kntinded V.V'l

To the editor.

EDITOR
Dwayne Yancey
BUSINESS MANAGER

MANAGING EDITOR
Julie Crane

John Vogt

Dean C Honeycutt

Production managers
Pam Howlett. Jack Dalby
Ads Design manaqcr
Mary Brooks

13J-412T

BUSINESS OFFICE

Some people may feel that
this is a good way to handle
the situation, but we think that
the occurrence was far too
serious to he dealt with so
lightly
We live on the floor where
the incident occurred, and it
w;is ,i very frightening
experience It certainly was
not something to he laughed
at
This is not to mention the

Madisonman and JiAAmy U

Circulation manager
Guy Kayton
Advisers
Alan Neckowitz. David Wendelken
NEWSROOM

Wo are writing this in
regard to the distasteful
cartoon in the February ijnth
issue of The Breeze.
Wo are female residents of
Shorts Hall and we were not
amused by the supposedly
humorous depiction of the
"neepine torn" incident that
occurred in our dorm last
weekend

News editor
Theresa Beale
Editorial editor
Cutch Armstrong
Feature editor
Steve Snyder
Sports editor
Paul McFarlane
Phntoqraphy editor
Lawrence Emerson
Giaphics editor

Cartoon stereotypes women
fact that it stereotyped women.
as being incredibly vain. We
feel that it was done in poor
taste and the Breeze should
have used more discretion
and refrained from printing it.
Sharon Schacffer
Man Marshall
Sue Price
Iteth Hamilton
Christy \nastasi
TCITV Kemp
Shorts Hall

By Scott Worner

433 »5W

Tn the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is indebted
for all the triumphs which have qained by reason and humanity over error
and oppression " . James Madison
The Rreete is published every Tuesday and Friday except where
otherwise noted
Correspondence should be addressed to The Breeze Wine Price
Building. James Madison University. Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807
Letters to the editor are encouraged All letters must be typed, signed,
and include Ihe author's address and telephone number Letters longer
than son words may be used as guestspots at me discretion of the editor
Unsigned letters and editorials will not be used
All material will be edited at the discretion ot the editor
All letters, columns, reviews and guestspots reflect the opinions of their
authors and not necessarily those of the editors of The Breeze or the
students faculty and staff of James Madison University
Unsigned
edilorials are the opinion of the editors ot The Breeze
Comments and complaints about The Breeie should be directed to the
editor of The Breeze Further complaints -an be directed to Dr Donald
McConkey chairman of The Breeze Publication Board
——
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Former housemothers discuss the way it was
The sky's the limit over there now'
Bv MMRFFN RILKV
Dating
centers
were
chaperoned and women
couldn't go anywhere in a car
alone with a young man.
Jackson
Hall was a
women's dormitory and
Harrison Hall housed the
dining
facilities
and
pos toff ice
And a surrogate mother
lived in the dormitories with
the girls.
That was 20 years ago at
Madison College, but two
former
housemothers

Head residents, usually
graduate students, have
replaced housemothers in all
hut two of the women's
dormitories now.
Some
duties, like locking doors,
filling out forms and hearing
complaints, have remained
the same. However, student
lifestyles are less restrictive
now. so head residents aren't
as personally involved with
-dormitory residents as
housemothers were, the ladies
said.
"We knew where our girls

We loved our girls
and they loved us9
m*
remember when those noJonger-common practices
were everyday concerns.
"The sky's the limit over
there now." said Mrs. A.L.
Kieffer. who was surprised at
JMU's lifestyle changes since
she was a housemother for
Sheldon dorm from 1958 to
1965.
"The rules may have been
a little rigid then, but they
have gone too far the other
way now." added Mrs. Arthur
Livick. a housemother at
Madison College from 1955 to
1966.

were all the time." said
Kieffer. "Now you all can go
anywhere at any time and no
one ever knows where you
are." she said.
Twenty years ago. when no
men lived on campus,
women's curfew was at 10:30
p.m. and sign-out and sign in
sheets were signed by all girls
whenever they left or returned
to the dormitory from offcampus.
In addition to keeping
track of where "their girls"
were
at
all
times,
housemothers had to make

sure men followed proper
procedures while visiting
women on campus, the ladies
said.
Dating centers were the
only place men could visit
women in the dormitories. In
Spotswood. formerly
a
womens dormitory, the dating
center was in the basement,
said
Livick.
who
was
housemother there for seven
years. Here, women could
entertain their boyfriends
under the eyes of the
chaperone.
To get to the dormitory, a
man had to first report to
Alumnae Hall where a
secretary called the woman
and told her she had a visitor.
The woman then had to meet
the man at Alumnae Hall and
bring him to the dating center
in her dormitory.
Another housemother's
duty was to inspect the girls
rooms every week. If a girl
failed the inspection, or broke
any other dormitory rule, she
was subject to a call-down.
The girl appeared in front of
the House Council and was
reprimanded. If a girl was
called down three times she
was restricted to the campus
for a week. Kieffer said.
"You would think it would
have been really terrible to go
to Madison." said Kieffer.
"But it wasn't. We loved our
girls and they loved us-," she

MRS. ARTHUR LIVICK was a housemother at Madison College
from 1955 to 1966 and considered her job a 'lifesa ver to keep me
OCCUpled.

said affectionately.
"In the 11 years I was at
Madison only one girl ever
talked back to me: and then
'firie was quick to apologize
said Livick
"We lived together like a
great big family." Kieffer
added.
Both women were asked to
be housemothers by the Dean
of Freshmen shortly after
they became widows. Neither
lady has regretted her
decision to accept the job.
"It was a lifesaver to keep
me occupied." said Livick
Although both women
retired as housemothers 10
vears ago. they still keep
themselves occupied and live
close to the campus
They both rent four-room
apartments in Wellington
Apartment building, on Main
Street across from JMU's
quad. The building is owned
bv JMU. and houses seven
other retired JMU employees,
and the university purchasing
office.
At the time these ladies
•WE LIVED TOGETHER like a great big family,' says Mrs. A.L. Kieffer, who was a housemother retired, the apartments were
available for retiring Madison
in Sheldon dorm from 1958 to IMS.
employees.
Livick and
Kieffer
applied
for
Photo by Lawrence Imerion

irtioio by Lawrence Emerton

apartments and have lived
there since retiring.
"I was treated very nicely
by Madison." said Livick.
To keep occupied, Livick is
a volunteer at Rockingham
Memorial Hospital, does work
for the Harrisonhurg First
Presbetyrian Church, and
writes verse. She also Visits a
95-year-old woman twice a
week "I say it's the blind
leading the blind," said Livick
humorously, who is 83 years
old "I'm proud to say I've
lived to the age of 83." Livick
said
Long walks, church work
and needlepoint keep Mrs.
Kieffer busy. She has kept
up with the physical changes
at JMU by frequently taking
walks around the campus.
Physically and socially.
Madison College has changed
a lot in 20 years, both ladies
agreed
"I wouldn't want to be a
housemother over there now,"
said Kieffer However, both
women
enjoyed
being
housemothers and learned a
lot from their experience
"It gave me a chance to
know young people. It was a
challenge that taught me
tolerencc and patience." said
Livick

